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PHOTOBOOTH: A BIOGRAPHY
Meags Fitzgerald
Non-Fiction / Memoir
ISBN 978-1-894994-82-8
6.75x8.75 inches, 280 pages, b/w,
trade paperback, $20
Winner of a Doug Wright Award 2014
Fitzgerald was named one of CBC’s “Writers to Watch”
Nominated for a Shuster Award
Expozine Award Honorable Mention

WORLD RIGHTS

“Fitzgerald shares her experiences of the booths as confessionals, time machines, and sanctuaries; her relationship with
them is so intimate it’s as if – as she concluded herself – she’s
written this memoir about one of her dearest friends....”
— Montreal Review of Books
“Her passion speaks to powerful universal themes
relating to art and memory.” — Publisher’s Weekly

LONG RED HAIR
Meags Fitzgerald
Young Adult / LGBTQ
ISBN 978-1-894994-95-8
6.25 x 8.5 inches , 88 pages, duotone
trade paperback, $17
Nominated for a Doug Wright Award 2015

FRENCH RIGHTS SOLD

Meags Fitzgerald paints a lively childhood full of
sleepovers, amateur fortune-telling and watching
scary movies. Yet, Fitzgerald suspects that she is
unlike her friends. Long Red Hair alluringly delves
into the mystique of sorcery and sisterhood.

“Packs more emotional and educational punch in its less-than-a-hundred pages
than many books three times its size.” — Autostraddle

HAPPY STORIES ABOUT
WELL-ADJUSTED PEOPLE
Joe Ollmann
Fiction
ISBN 978-1-894994-86-6
6x9 inches, 260 pages, duotone
trade paperback, $20
Indroduction by Jeet Heer
Excerpted in Best American Comics 2016
“Joe Ollmann is to graphic novels what Alice
Munro is to fiction: a master of the short
story form.” — CBC
WORLD RIGHTS

Also available by Joe Ollmann:

SCIENCE FICTION

“Joe Ollmann is criminally under-appreciated. He’s one of our mediums’ great writers.
A man with an understanding of heartbreak
and a talent for comic timing. The work
is deceptive — reading as smoothly as a
page-turner but remaining in the mind and
soul long after the covers are closed.”
— Seth, author of Palookaville
“Joe Ollmann is a brilliant and incisive writer and cartoonist whose characters, plots
and story twists are deeply compelling. I
can’t recommend his work more highly. You
should buy all of his work and then beg for
more!” — Mimi Pond author of Over Easy

WORLD RIGHTS
ISBN 978-1-894994-75-0
6.75x10 inches, 128 pages
duotone, trade paperback, $18
Nominated for a Doug Wright Award
Nominated for a Shuster Award

“Joe Ollmann is my kind of graphic novelist, one who understands that the best (or
truest) stories are the most open-ended, in
which the drama is not epic but defined in
the slow and often unresolved movements
of the day-to-day.... Without giving anything
away, let’s just say that Ollmann is too
smart, too adept a storyteller, to take the
easy way out. Instead, Science Fiction becomes
a portrait of a relationship at the crossroads,
at the very moment that its characters discover love may not be enough.” — LA Times

DURAN DURAN,
IMELDA MARCOS, AND ME
Lorina Mapa
Young Adult / Memoir
ISBN 978-177262-011-5
140 pages, b/w, softcover
6.5x9 inches, $18

WORLD RIGHTS

“A wonderful graphic memoir, tinged with
humour and tenderness. Lorina Mapa
offers up an intimate look at Philippine
society and culture, but above all, a deeply
endearing father-daughter love story.”
— Michel Rabagliati

A graphic memoir about growing up
in the Philippines in the 1980s with
Depeche Mode, Duran Duran, Imelda
Marcos and the EDSA Revolution.
When she learns of her beloved father’s
fatal car accident, Mapa flies to Manila
to attend his funeral. His sudden death
sparks childhood memories. Weaving
the past with the present, Mapa entertains with stories about religion,
pop culture, adolescence, social class
and politics, including her experiences of the 1986 People Power Revolution which made headlines around the
world. It is a love letter to her parents,
family, friends, country of birth, and in
the end, perhaps even to herself.

MORTON: A Cross-Canada
Rail Journey
David Collier
Non-Fiction / Memoir
ISBN 978-177262-012-2
7x10 inches, b/w, 180 pages
softcover, $20 CDN/US

WORLD RIGHTS

Also available by David Collier:

COLLIER’S
POPULAR PRESS
ISBN 978-1-894994-60-6
8x10 inches, 208 pages, b/w
softcover, $20

Introduction by Jeet Heer
WORLD RIGHTS

CHIMO

A graphic memoir lamenting the loss
of train travel, the grip of family, mortality, art, and the human condition,
with many other digressions thrown
in for good measure. The book opens
in media res as Collier finds out about
his grandmother’s death. While trying to publish his next book another
close death shocks him into action.
His dream is to travel with his wife
and son across the country by rail, before it is too late. Through the passing landscape he introduces his family
(and the reader) to his old way of life
and tries to track down the many characters with whom he has lost touch.
Collier, who has been called “a national treasure,” has produced his most
ambitious work to date.

ISBN 978-1-894994-53-8
7x10 inches, 136 pages, b/w
softcover, $17

FRENCH RIGHTS SOLD

Nominated for a
Doug Wright Award
Nominated for a
Hamilton Literary Award

“Chimo is an idiosyncratic, compelling and
hilarious musing-in-comics that I couldn’t
put down… It’s unlike anything I’ve read
before. I loved it.” — Chris Ware

PICK-A-PLOT TRILOGY
Sherwin Tjia
WORLD RIGHTS available for whole or part of series

DON’T GET EATEN BY ANYTHING:
A COLLECTION OF THE DAILIES 2011-2013
Dakota McFadzean
ISBN 978-1-894994-90-3
5.75x8.25 inches, 368 pages
full colour, hardcover, $25
Winner of a Doug Wright Award
Nominated for an Ignatz Award

YOU ARE A CAT!

ISBN 978-1-894994-56-9
4.25x7 inches, 240 pages
80 b/w illustrations, tp, $17

YOU ARE A CAT
IN THE ZOMBIE
APOCALYPSE!

YOU ARE A KITTEN!

ISBN 978-1-894994-77-4
4.25x7 inches, 260 pages
80 b/w illustrations, tp, $18

ISBN 978-1-894994-97-2
4.25x7 inches, 288 pages
80 b/w illustrations, tp, $19.95

Winner of an Expozine Award

Our best selling books!
Inspired by the gamebook fad of the
late 80s — You Are a Cat! is both a parody and homage, focusing on a dysfunctional family, but told through
the eyes of their cat. Fully a third of
the book is lavishly illustrated from
the feline first-person floor perspective. The different choices you make
effect people and events! Even something as seemingly trivial as whether
or not to purr can result in dramatic
changes.

This volume collects three year’s of daily comic
strips. Though it began as a diary comic, the strip
gradually morphed into a gnashing, howling little world of cursing children, mutilated faces,
worried monsters, and adorable small animals.
These figures surreally amble between absurd
comedy and that dark, empty feeling of cosmic
insignificance that keeps you up at night.

WORLD RIGHTS

www.dakotamcfadzean.com

WORLD RIGHTS

BIRD IN A CAGE
Rebecca Roher

Biography / Memoir

Once a sharp, strong-willed and independent woman, Roher’s grandmother’s life took an unexpected
turn when an accident left her with a brain injury,
leading to early onset dementia. An unlikely protagonist, grandma was an elderly woman trapped
by her deteriorating mind, aging body and the walls
around her. This story illuminates the often overlooked narrative of a senior, her complicated history
and inner life. Loveable and tragic, she is determined
to get back to a familiar place, to be home again.
Roher digs deep into her grandmother’s personal history, learns to manage her escapes, and tries to create
a safe environment for her. Exploring memory, the
idea of place, and the power of song to transcend dementia, Bird In a Cage will tell the story of one woman’s search for home and the strength of family to try
and bring her back.

Lake Jehovah is a small town in northern Alberta
known for its allegedly bottomless lake. It is there that
Jay, a genderqueer individual, experiences a crisis of
meaning regarding love in the face of a series of apocalypses. Jay’s fiance leaves him for his old university
professor Asterix. This sends Jay into a tailspin, which
causes him to spend the next few months sleeping.
When he wakes up Jay discovers he has become a
small time celebrity for writing an apocalyptic prophesy. The town’s obnoxious costumed mailman Greg
has been giving tours to apocalypse pilgrims that go
by Jay’s bedroom window. Now fully awake Jay seeks
companionship with the reviled sadist poet Jackknife
who introduces him to demons and chain-smoking
wolves. Things in Jay’s world continue to unravel
until he realizes he needs to confront the Lake itself.
Will Jay’s prophesy come to pass? If it’s all over, did it
mean anything at all? Jillian Fleck is a fresh new voice
in comics and Lake Jehovah is a breakout book.

WORLD RIGHTS

LAKE JEHOVAH
Jillian Fleck
LGBTQ

ISBN 978-1-77262-005-4
7x9 inches, 120 pages
b/w, trade paperback, $15

ISBN 978-1-77262-007-8
6.25x8.25 inches, 216 pages
full colour, trade paperback, $20

Winner of an Expozine Award
A CBC “Writer to Watch”

MATURE CONTENT

“The simple lines reveal much more than
they have any right
to, and the nuanced
expressions on the entire cast are absolutely
perfect.” — Expozine
Awards jury
“Airily paced, Roher’s
storytelling captures
the meandering
rhythm of memory
and her nimble, hazy
pencil art kindly
exaggerates her loved
ones’ quirks.”
— Globe and Mail

In his debut book Sean Karemaker presents stories of his
wild BC country childhood contrasted with his downtown Vancouver bus riding adventures. In between are
stories of small town parties, drawing in cafés, school
misfits, scrolls, street people of all kinds, and winding
through it all are the ghosts, both known and unknown.

WORLD RIGHTS

THE GHOSTS
WE KNOW
Sean Karemaker
Memoir
ISBN 978-1-77262-003-0
7x9 inches, 160 pages
b/w with some colour
trade paperback, $20

“Karemaker’s
approach to autobiographical comics
isn’t your typical one,
and it succeeds in
elevating the form.”
— Comics Beat

Karemaker has a distinct panelless style of comics in
which the narrative and art blend seamlessly. Journal
writing has always been an instinctive foundation for
him — most often of an observational, autobiographical
nature — and here he combines it with flowing, murky
images to make wholly original comics.

“You are pulled into his experiences and this dark,
colorless yet extremely detailed world full of impressions and images that flow together and require time to
understand. It is worth the effort. This book is one for
quiet reflection.” — San Francisco Book Review

Over the past decade, the North, or at least the idea of
it, has slowly made its way back to our consciousness,
a notion that the North is synonymous with a lawless,
rugged freedom. But at first glance Yellowknife, NWT
is actually a somewhat disappointing modern capital
city. There are tall buildings, yoga pants, a Walmart
and a lot of government jobs. None the less, if you
dig a little deeper, you do find that alternative off-grid
reality. Barely five minutes from the downtown core,
wedged between million dollar houses, you find little
shacks where people exist without running water and
use honey buckets for toilets.
When Alison McCreesh moved to Yellowknife she
quickly fell in love with the quirky ways in which it
seemed possible to live up North. This is a story of resilience, a type of antithesis to our consumer culture,
about a woman who forges an untraditional path that
she clearly finds rewarding, at a time when most people seem to opt for luxury items, comfort and debt.
Part travelogue, part comic book, part love story and
part guide to the North and its quirky inhabitants
Ramshackle spans her first summer north of 60.

WORLD RIGHTS

RAMSHACKLE
A YELLOWKNIFE STORY
Alison McCreesh
Memoir
ISBN 978-1-894994-99-6
6.5x8.75 inches, 144 pages
full colour, trade paperback, $20

Winner of the NorthWords Award
“Her book is warmly
makeshift, looking busy,
cramped and earthily
coloured, but welcoming and amiable all the
same. As McCreesh’s
title admits, her Yellowknife is just one among
many – this is not the
story of the city’s mining industry, or government workers, or Dene
peoples. Instead, her
outsider’s perspective
and her good-humoured
portrait of the Woodyard community help
introduce her readers
to a particular part of
Yellowknife life, as
McCreesh herself was
welcomed once.”
— Globe and Mail

GILDED LILIES
Jillian Tamaki

ISBN 978-1-894994-19-4
6x8 inches, 160 pages, b/w, tp, $17

The first book from the
cartoonist behind the
award-winning Skim, This
One Summer, and Super
Mutant Magic Academy.

Nominated for a Doug Wright Award
WORLD RIGHTS

ONE YEAR IN AMERICA Belliveau’s first graphic
Elisabeth Belliveau
Memoir

ISBN 978-1-894994-87-3
6×8.7 inches, 112 pages,
b/w, tp, $17
Nominated for a Doug Wright Award
WORLD RIGHTS

novel begins with a loss of
innocence over ice skater
Katarina Witt’s fall from
grace by posing in Playboy.
Told through both drawings and email between
friends the story jumps
between Canada and the
US and travels abroad navigating life after art school,
marriage and divorce.

SAMPLES OF ALL BOOKS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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